WORD AND WITNESS: AN ANALYSIS OF THE LAWSUIT MOTIF IN
REVELATION BASED ON THE WITNESS TERMINOLOGY*
By Alan S. Bandy
The admonition to “be a witness for Jesus,” may conjure up several connotations
in the mind of a twenty-first century Christian. Most common, perhaps, is the idea of
telling someone about Jesus in an evangelistic presentation. This may include sharing
one’s personal testimony about coming to faith in Christ, or it may simply involve being a
good neighbor. However, one may observe a formal disjunction between the concept of
witness in the New Testament [NT] and its modern usage. On one hand, the concept of
witness in the NT may include the proclamation of the apostles, which would indubitably
involve an evangelistic component.1 On the other hand, however, it includes strong legal
and judicial connotations.2 In other words, those who are witnessing are doing so as if
they are standing trial for the veracity of their testimony. The disjunction, therefore,
results from the absence of the connotation of standing on trial in the modern conception.
The noun ma,rtuj (“a witness”) almost always occurs in the NT in the context of
(1) a legal or public declaration about something that has happened, and (2) those who
are witnesses claim personal knowledge and experience of the facts that they assert.3
Another important noun, marturi,a (“testimony”), typically refers to the content of what
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Edward G. Selwyn, “Eschatology in I Peter,” in The Backgound of the New Testament and Its
Eschatology: Studies in Honor of C. H. Dodd, ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1956), 395. He argues: “I sometimes wonder whether the term kh,rugma has not been
worked too hard, and whether the word marturi,a and its cognates would not better describe the primitive
and indispensable core of the Christian message. At any rate, if we examine the comparative occurrences in
the New Testament of the two sets of terms, we find the occurrences of the verbs alone which speak of
‘witness’ considerably outnumber the occurrences of khru,ssein, while the occurrences of the noun
marturi,a outnumber those of the noun kh,rugma by more than six to one.”
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Allison A. Trites, The New Testament Concept of Witness (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1977), 2.
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Occurrences of forms of the root for ma,rtuj: Matt 18:16; 26:65; Mark 14:63; Luke 11:48; 24:48;
Acts 1:8, 22; 2:32; 3:15; 5:32; 6:13; 7:58; 10:39, 41; 13:31; 22:15, 20; 26:16; Rom 1:9; 2 Co 1:23; 13:1;
Phil 1:8; 1 Thess 2:5, 10; 1 Tim 5:19; 6:12; 2 Tim 2:2; Heb 10:28; 12:1; 1 Pet 5:1; Rev 1:5; 2:13; 3:14;
11:3; 17:6.
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the witnesses testify and often occurs in a trial setting.4 Significantly, the greatest
distributional weight of marturi,a is found in the Johannine writings (fourteen times in the
Gospel, seven times in the Epistles, and nine times in Revelation). This suggests that
witness is a prominent aspect in Johannine theology.
The book of Revelation employs marturi,a as a key term with both the verb and
noun forms present.5 One phrase, to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou/ kai. th.n marturi,an VIhsou/ ( “the
word of God and the testimony of Jesus”), has garnered a significant amount of scholarly
attention.6 The discussion concerning the interpretation of this phrase has primarily
centered on addressing two issues. The first is whether or not the use of the mart- word
group carries the martyrological connotations apparent in its use by the end of the second
century (e.g. The Martyrdom of Polycarp). The second issue is what kind of genitive is
marturi,an VIhsou? Without doubt these are essential questions for exegesis, however, two
additional questions are also necessary, namely, why and how did John intend to use this
phrase in the broader context and purpose of the book of Revelation?
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Forms of the root of marturi,a: Mark 14:55f, 59; Luke 22:71; John 1:7, 19; 3:11, 32f; 5:31f, 34,
36; 8:13f, 17; 19:35; 21:24; Acts 22:18; 1 Tim 3:7; Tit 1:13; 1 John 5:9ff; 3 John 1:12; Rev 1:2, 9; 6:9;
11:7; 12:11, 17; 19:10; 20:4. The verb form marture,w often occurs in a similar context: Matt 23:31; Luke
4:22; John 1:7f, 15, 32, 34; 2:25; 3:11, 26, 28, 32; 4:39, 44; 5:31ff, 36f, 39; 7:7; 8:13f, 18; 10:25; 12:17;
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Rapids: Baker, 2002), 56. cf. Rev 1:2, 9; 6:9; 11:7; 12:11, 17; 19:10; 20:4; 22: 16, 18, 20. For the less
frequent noun, ma,rtuj: Rev 1:5; 2:13; 3:14; 11:3; 17:6.
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Allison A. Trites, “Ma,rtuj and Martyrdom in the Apocalypse: A Semantic Study,” Novum
Testamentum 15 (1973): 72–80; B. Dehandschutter, “The Meaning of Witness in the Apocalypse,” in
L’Apocalypse johannique et l’Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed. J. Lambrecht (ParisGembloux: Leuven University Press, 1980), 283–288; Petros Vassiliadis, “The Translation of Martria Iēsou
in Revelation,” Bible Translator 36 (1985): 129–134; G. W. H. Lampe, “The Testimony of Jesus Is the
Spirit of Prophecy,” in The New Testament Age: Essays in Honor of Bo Reicke, ed. William C. Weinrich
(Macon: Mercer University Press, 1984), 245–258; Frederick D. Mazzaferri, “Martyria Iēsou Revisited,”
Bible Translator 39 (1988): 114–122; Paul Ellingworth, “The Marturia Debate,” Bible Translator 41
(1990): 138–139.
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It will be argued, therefore, that Revelation exhibits a lawsuit motif in which
Christians and the world stand trial before God’s court with Jesus as the presiding judge.7
The sociological background for the law-court imagery stems from some sort of
persecution inflicted on Christians now facing the possibility of standing trial for not
worshiping Caesar.8 Christians who are faithful witnesses to Christ will face persecution
that may involve execution.9 However, in Revelation, the world will ultimately stand trial
for not worshiping Jesus and for persecuting his witnesses. As a result, the inhabitants of
the world and Satan’s hordes will be found guilty and thus incur God’s judgment. This
lawsuit motif corresponds very well with the same phenomenon in the Fourth Gospel

7

George B. Caird, A Commentary on the Revelation of St. John the Divine, Harper’s New
Testament Commentaries, ed. Henry Chadwick (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), 17–18. So Trites,
Concept of Witness, 154.
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An argument for the nature of the persecution and Imperial cult during the time of Revelation is
beyond the scope of this paper. Most modern scholars deny that the churches were facing real external
persecution stemming from the imperial cult, but it is nonetheless a significant part of the societal structure
in the first century. See Dominique Cuss, Imperial Cult and Honorary Terms in the New Testament,
Paradosis, vol. 23 (Fribourg: University Press Fribourg Switzerland, 1974), 50–154; J. Nelson Kraybill,
Imperial Cult and Commerce in John’s Apocalypse, Journal for the Study of the New Testament
Supplement Series 132 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996); S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The
Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); Philip Harland,
“Honours and Worship: Emperors, Imperial Cults and Associations at Ephesus (first to third centuries C.
E.),” Studies in Religion 25 (1996): 319–34; idem, “Honouring the Emperor or Assailing the Beast:
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Cults and the Apocalypse of John: Reading Revelation in the Ruins (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2001); idem, “The Cult of the Roman Emperors in Ephesos: Temple Wardens, City Titles, and the
Interpretation of the Revelation of John,” in Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia: An Interdisciplinary Approach to
its Archaeology, Religion, and Culture, ed. H. Koester (Valley Forge: Trinity Press, 1995), 229–50; idem,
“Satan’s Throne, Imperial Cults and the Social Settings of Revelation,” JSNT 27, no. 3 (2005): 351–73; H.S Klauck, “Das Sendschreiben nach Pergamon und der Kaiserkult in der Johannesoffenbarung,” Biblica 73
(1992): 152–82. See especially, A. N. Sherwin-White, “The Early Persecutions and Roman Law Again,”
Journal of Theological Studies 3 (October 1952): 199–213; Jan Lambrecht, “Jewish Slander: A Note on
Revelation 2,9-10,” Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses 75, no. 4 (1999): 421–29.
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J. P. M. Sweet, “Maintaining the Testimony of Jesus: The Suffering of Christians in the
Revelation of John,” in Suffering and Martyrdom in the New Testament: Studies Presented to G. M. Styler
by the Cambridge New Testament Seminar, ed. William Horbury and Brian McNeil (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1981), 101.
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[FG].10 Therefore the possible correlation between the FG and Revelation provides a
plausible link for interpreting the phrase “the word of God and the testimony of Jesus.”

The Ma,rtt Word Group
The masculine noun, ma,rtuj, occurs five times in Revelation:
Revelation 1:5 kai. avpo. VIhsou/ Cristou/( o` ma,rtuj(
tuj o` pisto,j( o` prwto,tokoj tw/n nekrw/n
kai. o` a;rcwn tw/n basile,wn th/j gh/jÅ Tw/| avgapw/nti h`ma/j kai. lu,santi h`ma/j evk tw/n
a`martiw/n h`mw/n evn tw/| ai[mati auvtou/(
Revelation 2:13 Oi=da pou/ katoikei/j( o[pou o` qro,noj tou/ Satana/( kai. kratei/j to. o;noma,
mou kai. ouvk hvrnh,sw th.n pi,stin mou kai. evn tai/j h`me,raij VAntipa/j o` ma,rtuj mou o`
pisto,j mou( o]j avpekta,nqh parV u`mi/n( o[pou o` Satana/j katoikei/Å
Revelation 3:14 Kai. tw/| avgge,lw| th/j evn Laodikei,a| evkklhsi,aj gra,yon\ Ta,de le,gei o`
VAmh,n( o` ma,rtuj o` pisto.j kai. avlhqino,j( h` avrch. th/j kti,sewj tou/ qeou/\
Revelation 11:3 kai. dw,sw toi/j dusi.n ma,rtusi,n mou kai. profhteu,sousin h`me,raj cili,aj
diakosi,aj e`xh,konta peribeblhme,noi sa,kkoujÅ
Revelation 17:6 kai. ei=don th.n gunai/ka mequ,ousan evk tou/ ai[matoj tw/n a`gi,wn kai. evk
tou/ ai[matoj tw/n martu,rwn VIhsou/Å Kai. evqau,masa ivdw.n auvth.n qau/ma me,gaÅ

Twice Jesus is the obvious referent of the substantive noun and both times it is followed
by the attributive adjective o` pisto,j.11 Twice the word is used to refer to Christians who
are witnesses belonging to Jesus.12 The final occurrence depicts the harlot who is
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Although it may be contested, this paper will assume that a common author composed both the
Gospel and Revelation. Cf. Austin Farrer, A Rebirth of Images: The Making of St John’s Apocalypse
(Westminster: Dacre Press, 1949), 23–35; Craig S Keener, The Gospel of John: A Commentary, vol
1(Peabody: Hendrickson, 2003), 126–138; Stephen S. Smalley, “John’s Revelation and John’s
Community,” Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library 69 (1986–87): 550–551; Vern S. Poythress,
“Johannine Authorship and the Use of Intersentence Conjunctions in the Book of Revelation,” Westminster
Theological Journal 47 (1985): 329–336; Otto Böcher, “Das Verhältnis der Apokalypse des Johannes zum
Evangelium des Johannes,” in L’Apocalypse johannique et l’Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed.
J. Lambrecht (Paris-Gembloux: Leuven University Press, 1980), 289–301; Elbert Russell, “Possible
Influence of the Mysteries on the Form and Interrelation of the Johannine Writings,” Journal of Biblical
Literature 51 (1932): 336–351.
11 All major English translations, including NIV, KJV, NKJV, NAU, NLT, translate both Rev 1:5
and 3:14 as “faithful witness.”
12

Both 2:13 and 11:3 are followed by the possessive genitive mou.
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intoxicated with the blood of the saints who are “witnesses belonging to Jesus.”13 When
used to designate Christians (2:13; 11:3; 17:6), they not only belong to Jesus, but each
reference involves the witnesses having been executed. In 2:13, Antipas is called a
witness whose faithfulness to Christ resulted in his execution. In 11:3, the two witnesses
are given prophetic power, however, once they finished their testimony (tele,swsin th.n
marturi,an auvtw/n) they are slain and their corpses left in the streets (11:7–8).
Another word, marturi,a, features prominently among terms drawn from the
mart- word group with a total of nine occurrences. Four times it occurs in conjunction
with to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou ( “the word of God”):

Revelation 1:2 o]j evmartu,rhsen to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou/ kai. th.n marturi,an VIhsou/ Cristou/
Cristou
o[sa ei=denÅ
Revelation 1:9 VEgw. VIwa,nnhj( o` avdelfo.j u`mw/n kai. sugkoinwno.j evn th/| qli,yei kai.
basilei,a| kai. u`pomonh/| evn VIhsou/( evgeno,mhn evn th/| nh,sw| th/| kaloume,nh| Pa,tmw| dia. to.n
lo,gon tou/ qeou/ kai. th.n marturi,an VIhsou/
VIhsouÅ
Revelation 6:9 Kai. o[te h;noixen th.n pe,mpthn sfragi/da( ei=don u`poka,tw tou/
qusiasthri,ou ta.j yuca.j tw/n evsfagme,nwn dia. to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou/ kai. dia. th.n
marturi,an h]n ei=conÅ
Revelation 20:4 Kai. ei=don qro,nouj kai. evka,qisan evpV auvtou.j kai. kri,ma evdo,qh auvtoi/j(
kai. ta.j yuca.j tw/n pepelekisme,nwn dia. th.n marturi,an VIhsou/ kai. dia. to.n lo,gon tou/
qeou/ kai. oi[tinej ouv proseku,nhsan to. qhri,on ouvde. th.n eivko,na auvtou/ kai. ouvk e;labon to.
ca,ragma evpi. to. me,twpon kai. evpi. th.n cei/ra auvtw/nÅ
The fact that this phrase recurs at a number of significant places throughout Revelation
indicates that it refers to the contents of the book.14 Osborne argues that the phrase “word
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Interestingly translations differ drastically over the interpretation of tw/n martu,rwn. Both the
KJV and the NKJ translated it as “with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus.” Thus implying the
martyrological sense. The NAU differs only in that it exchanges “martyrs” with “witnesses.” All three
translate the genitive VIhsou/ with a simple “of.” The NIV differs significantly by translating the whole
phrase as a subjective genitive: “the blood of those who bore testimony to Jesus.” The NLT takes the
phrase tw/n a`gi,wn kai. evk tou/ ai[matoj tw/n martu,rwn VIhsou/ and translated it as an appositional or
epexegetical genitive: “God’s holy people who were witnesses for Jesus.” Based on the other uses of
ma,rtuj as referring to Christians it seems best to translate VIhsou as a possessive genitive (replacing mou),
thus rendering it “the witnesses belonging to Jesus.”
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Joseph Comblin, Le Christ Dans L’Apocalypse, Bibliothèque De Théologie, vol. 6, no. 3
(Tournai: Desclée, 1965) 132–42. He reviews the various occurrences of words in the mart- word group to
assess the sense of its meaning in Revelation. He takes the repeated phrase, th.n marturi,an VIhsou// (Rev 1:2,
9; 12:17; 17:6; 19:10; 20:4; 22:16) often coupled with to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou/, epexegetically so that the
“testimony of Jesus” is equivalent to the “Word of God.” This testimony of Jesus constitutes the same thing
as the contents of the book (Rev 1:2; 22:16, 18, 20) and is that which causes the persecution and martyrdom
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of God” has the same force it has in Acts (cf. 4:31; 6:2; 8:14; 11:1), referring to Christian
witness and proclamation of the gospel message and therefore argues that it constitutes “a
semitechnical [sic] formula for gospel truth and faithful Christian witness to it.”15
However, a more plausible understanding for the phrase “word of God” is to connect it
with the OT prophets and prophecy. David E. Aune is perhaps correct when he observes
that “John’s use of this phrase suggests that he considers himself a prophet in the
tradition of the OT prophets who received the word of God (Hos 1:1; Joel 1:1; Jer 1:2, 4,
11)” and “In the LXX the phrase ‘word of the Lord’ is a stereotypical formula used to
categorize a sequence of revelatory experiences (Zech 1:1; Jonah 1:1; Mic 1:1; Zeph
1:1).”16 This link to prophecy is further supported in 19:10 where the “testimony of
Jesus” (h` marturi,a VIhsou/) is identified as “the spirit of prophecy.”17
Marturi,a also occurs in two variations of the same phrase in chapter twelve. In
Revelation 12:11, to.n lo,gon is followed by the genitive phrase th/j marturi,aj auvtw/n
(“the word of their testimony”).. In 12:17 the phrase to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou is replaced with
ta.j evntola.j tou/ qeou ( “the commandments of God”). Both references occur in a context
of Christians facing death as the objects of Satan’s wrath.18 Chapter twelve contains two
––––––––––––––––––––––––
of the Christians. See also B. Dehandschutter, “The Meaning of Witness in the Apocalypse,” in
L’Apocalypse johannique et l’Apocalyptique dans le Nouveau Testament, ed. J. Lambrecht (ParisGembloux: Leuven University Press, 1980), 284 see also note 4; George K. Beale, The Book of Revelation:
A Commentary on the Greek Text, The New International Greek Testament Commentary, ed. I. Howard
Marshall and Donald A. Hagner (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 184; David E. Aune, Revelation 1–5,
Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 52a (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1997), 19; R. H. Charles, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on The Revelation of St. John, The International Critical Commentary, vol. 1
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1920), 7; Caird, The Revelation of St. John the Divine, 11; George E. Ladd, A
Commentary on the Revelation of John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1972), 23.
15

Osborne, Revelation, 56. Both Ladd and Osborne limit the usage in 1:2 to the contents of the
book, but in 1:9; 6:9; and 20:4 it refers to the gospel message.
16

Aune, Revelation 1–5, 19.
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The interpretation of the phrase “the word of God and the testimony of Jesus,” will receive more
detailed attention further below.
18

Beale, The Book of Revelation, 663. Beale views both the two witnesses and the women (with
her offspring) as representative of the church both in a corporate and individual sense. In addition he
connect these references to the group of martyred souls underneath the alter in 6:9. He comments:
“Consequently, the point of vv 13–17 is that the one heavenly church being persecuted one earth cannot be
destroyed because it is heavenly and ultimately inviolable spiritually, but the many who individually
compose the church can suffer physically from earthly dangers. In relation to Revelation 11 this means that
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intertwined metaphors. A metaphor of war (the Dragon waged war against the saints) and
that by referring to Satan as “the accuser” (o` kath,gwr—a legal term used for a prosecutor
in a court of law) John also employs a courtroom metaphor.19 The main point is that, in
12:7–10, victory in war also becomes victory in God’s legal courtroom.20 This mixed
metaphor of a holy war21 and a courtroom accounts for the frequent references to
execution accompanying witnessing. Many of the instances, then, of marturi,a are
followed by persecution (1:9; 6:9;22 11:7; 12:11; 20:4).
Judicial Versus Martyrological Connotations
At this juncture the question concerning the martyrological usage of ma,rtuj and
its cognates becomes extremely pertinent. By the late second century the mart- word
group almost exclusively denotes martyrdom in the sense of dying for the cause of Christ.
The most famous example is The Martyrdom of Polycarp that tells the story of Polycarp,
the bishop of Smyrna, who was burned to death after refusing to revile Christ and

––––––––––––––––––––––––
the woman is equivalent to the spiritually invincible inner court of the temple and her ‘seed’ equivalent to
the outer court, which is susceptible to physical harm” (677).
19

Osborne, Revelation, 474–75.
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Ibid., 475–76. They “overcame” all this builds on the “overcomer/conqueror” sayings in the
letters to the seven churches (2:7, 11, 17, 26; 3:5, 12, 21) that promised eschatological rewards to the
faithful in the churches who persevered and “conquered” the forces arrayed against them. The two
metaphors of “victory” in a courtroom battle (1 Enoch 50.2; 2 Esdr. [4 Ezra] 7:115) and a military war (2
Esdr. [4 Ezra] 7:127; 1QM 4.13) are found in Rev 12:7–10 are closely connected in the “conquering”
theme as well. “Thus, John demythologizes the holy war and remythologizes it via the warrior as a
suffering servant . . . In other words, the basic message of the Apocalypse is that Satan has already been
defeated at the cross, and the victory of the saints is assured.”
21

For understanding the book of Revelation in the context of a war see also Richard Bauckham,
The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book of Revelation (London: T. & T Clark, 1993), 210–237; Adela
Yarbro Collins, The Combat Myth in the Book of Revelation, Harvard Theological Review Harvard
Dissertations in Religion, no. 9 (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976), 207–231.
22

Much debate revolves around the significance of the sacrificial implications. Therefore, in this
instance one may find a similarity with the use of the mart- word group with its use in 2 Macc 2:37; 6:22.
See also Aune, Revelation 6–16, 405–7.
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worship Caesar when placed on trial before the proconsul.23 In 19:1, three words from the
mart- word group occur with the martyrological sense:
Such was the lot of the blessed Polycarp, who though he was, together with those
from Philadelphia, the twelfth martyr [marturh,saj] in Smyrna, is alone especially
remembered by all, so that he is spoken of in every place, by the heathen. He was
not only a famous teacher, but also a notable martyr [ma,rtuj], whose martyrdom [to.
martu,rion] all desire to imitate, for it followed the Gospel of Christ.24
In addition, glancing at A Patristic Greek Lexicon reveals a martryological usage
common by the mid-second century in the writings of Justin Martyr (ca. 100–165),
Irenaeus (ca. 140–202), and Clement of Alexandria (ca. 150–215).25 Based on early
church usage coupled with the close association between witness and execution in
Revelation, some have subsequently argued that a martyrological connotation is intended
in Revelation.26 One translator concluded that every occurrence of marturi,a “has a clear
martyrological nuance” and that it “is thus in the final stage of becoming a technical
term,” with the sense of martyrdom.27
However, to read the martyrological sense into the use of the word in Revelation
is semantically anachronistic and therefore inappropriate. Many major commentators
reject the use of ma,rtuj in the technical sense of a martyr.28 Several scholarly treatments

23

“The Martyrdom of Polycarp,” translated by Kirsopp Lake, in The Apostolic Fathers, vol. 2,
Loeb Classical Library, 2 vol., (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1913), 313–334.
24

Ibid., 336–39. Cf. Trites, “Ma,rtuj and Martyrdom in the Apocalypse,” 73.

25

G. W. H. Lampe, ed., A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), 828–33.

26

Vassiliadis, “The Translation of Martria Iēsou in Revelation,” 132–33; T. W. Manson, “Martyrs
and Martyrdom,” Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 39 (1956–57): 464; Ernst Lohmeyer, “Die Idee Des
Martyriums im Judentum und Urchristentum,” Zeitschrift für Szstematische Theologie 5 (1928): 232–
49tentatively Ladd, Revelation, 47; Aune, Revelation 1–5, 37–38;
27

Ibid., 133. See also Ellingworth, “The Marturia Debate,” 138–139, and Ernst Günther, “Zeuge
und Märtyrer,” ZNW 47 (1956): 145–61.
28

Beale, The Book of Revelation, 190; Osborne, Revelation, 62; Swete, The Apocalypse of St.
John, 35; J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation: Introduction, Translation and Commentary, The Anchor
Bible, vol. 38 (New York: Doubleday, 1975), 374; Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, The New
International Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 70.
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also argue against the martyrological concept in Revelation.29 Trites presents the most
convincing and cogent argument based on his semantic study of every occurrence of the
mart- word group. He identifies five distinct diachronistic stages in the semantic
development of ma,rtuj with the fifth stage referring absolutely to martyrdom.30 Most
significant is the observation that the execution is always subsequent to the witness as a
penalty. One should separate death from the actual testimony of the witness (1:9; 2:13;
6:9; 11:7; 12:11; 20:4).31 Trites consistently maintains the juridical context and
connotation of these terms indicates that metaphors “drawn from the lawcourt are never
far from the author’s mind.”32 Witherington concludes “the use of legal language helps
set the forensic rhetorical tone from the outset. It is going to be a document about faithful
witnesses under pressure and prospect of death, and so a document about justice and
vindication of those mistreated.”33 Not all persecution that the believers faced resulted in
execution.34 Therefore, a martyrological understanding should be soundly discarded.35

29

Trites, “Ma,rtuj and Martyrdom in the Apocalypse,” 72–80; A. A. Trites, “Ma,rtuj, marture,w,”
NIDNTT 3:1038–50; H. Strathhmann, “Ma,rtuj, marture,w,” TDNT 4:474–514; Frederick D. Mazzaferri,
The Genre of the Book of Revelation from a Source-critical Perspective, Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die
neutestamentilich Wissenschaft und die Kunde der älteren Kirche, vol. 54 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter,
1989), 306–310; Dehandschutter, “The Meaning of Witness in the Apocalypse,” 283–88; Mazzaferri,
“Martyria Iēsou Revisited,” 114–22; Paul Ellingworth, “The Marturia Debate,” Bible Translator 41 (1990):
138–39.
30

Ibid., 72–73. (1) Originally, it meant a witness in a court of law with no expectation of death. (2)
Then it came to mean a man who testified to his faith in a law court and suffered death as the penalty for
his witness. (3) Next, death is regarded as part of the witness. (4) It becomes equivalent to “martyr.” Here
the idea of death is uppermost, though the idea of witness is not entirely lacking. (5) The idea of witness,
disappears, and the words ma,rtuj, martu,rion, marturi,a, and marturei/n are used absolutely to refer to
martyrdom.
31

Ibid., 76.

32
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The judicial or legal connotation for the mart- word group is firmly attested as the
normal usage in the secular writings, the LXX, and the NT. In secular Greek writings it is
used almost exclusively in a legal or forensic sense.36 In the OT the legal aspect of
“witness” can hardly be overstated. The prophets often drew upon Jewish legal
proceedings and terminology to illustrate God’s controversy and accusations against
Israel (Amos 2:4–16; Hos 2:1ff; Isa 1:1-18; 3:12–15; 5:1-7; Mic 2:6–11; 6:1–2; Jer 2:9;
12:1; 15:10; Eze 17; 20:33–44).37 The particular legal model employed by the prophets is
the covenant lawsuit (Gerichtsrede) 38 based on the use of the word rîb.39 In the NT the
mart- word group occurs most frequently in the Johannine writings and Acts.40 The
typical usage retains its strong legal connotations as in the LXX, but in some places it
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seems to indicate two additional nuances: (1) as a proof of authenticity (e.g. Mark 1:44;
Matt 8:4; Luke 5:14); and (2) as an attestation to a good reputation (e.g. Acts 6:3; 16:2;
22:5, 12).41 Therefore, one may safely assert that the vast majority of occurrences of this
word group predominantly carry a legal connotation.
In addition to the noun forms, the verb marture,w only occurs at the beginning and
end of the book (Rev 1:2; 22:16, 18, 20), which functions as a solemn oath to “tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” In 1:2, the verb (evmartu,rhsen)42 is
coupled with the phrase “the word of God and the testimony of Jesus,” and clarified by
the relative clause “everything he saw” (o[sa ei=den).43 The relative clause limits the
identification of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus to the contents of the vision
that is recorded in the rest of the book.44 Furthermore, this verse places John within the
chain of command by which he received this prophecy: (1) God gave the revelation to
Jesus; (2) Christ is the agent of the revelation; (3) the revelation is given to the prophets
(John); and (4) the prophet gives the message of revelation to the churches.45 Rev 22:16,
18, 20 reasserts that ultimately Jesus through his angel and through John is the one who is
testifying. Beale aptly notes the legal nuances implicit with the threefold occurrences of
marture,w. He writes, “The forensic sense of ‘testify’ is brought out clearly in 22:18–19,
where the penalty for disobeying the testimony is stated.”46 Therefore, the impact of

41
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marture,w at both the beginning and end of the book, which may be an inclusio, is to
attest to its truthfulness.47
Addition Judicial Language in Revelation
If Revelation should be viewed in the context of a cosmic courtroom, it is
necessary to find evidence of a judicial vocabulary.48 According to Trites, Revelation is
written to believers to encourage them in the midst of persecution stemming from the
Imperial cult.49 He writes, “[u]nder these conditions one would expect that words with
forensic overtones would be given their full weight in any message of encouragement.”50
He then provides a list of words in Revelation that convey legal connotations:
The use of such nouns as ma,rtuj (1:5; 2:13; 3:14; 11:3; 17:6), marturi,a (1:2; 3:9;
12:9), satana/j (2:9; 3:9; 12:9), dia,boloj (2:10; 12:9, 12), kath,gwr (12:10), kri,sij
(14:7; 16:7; 18:10; 19:2), kri,ma (17:1; 18:20; 20:4), qro,noj (2:13, 20:4, 11f.), ui`oj
(tou/) avnqrwpou (1:13; 14:4; cf. Jn 5:27), nefe,lh (1:7; 11:12; 14:14–16; cf. Mark
14:62 par.), bibli,a (used twice in 20:12 to refer to the ‘record books’; cf. Dan.
7:10); of verbs such as ‘bear witness’ (marturei/n, 1:2; 22:16, 18, 20), ‘confess’
(o`mologei/n, 3:5), ‘deny’ (avrnei/sqai, 2:13; 3:8), ‘accuse’ (kathgorei/n, 12:10),
‘judge’ (kri,nein, 6:10; 11:18; 16:5; 18:18, 20; 19:2, 11; 20:12f.), ‘avenge’ or
‘vindicate’ (evkdikei/n, 6:10; 19:2; cf. Luke 18:3, 5), ‘have against’ (e;cein with kata,
in 2:4,14, 20), ‘find’ (eu`ri,skein, 3:2); and of adjectives such as pisto,j (1:5; 2:10,

47
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13; 3:14; 17:14; 19:2; 21:5; 22:6) and avlhqino,j (3:7, 14; 6:10; 15:3; 16:7; 19:2, 9,
11; 21:5; 22:6) show that this is in fact the case.51
Mazzaferri highlights the judicial language by noting the “primary purpose of the
eschaton is all too apparent, and repeated throughout . . . The book is largely consumed
from beginning to end with divine judgment upon the wicked, especially as they
persecute believers.”52 He cites forensic vocabulary associated with God’s punitive
judgment on the wicked: “ovrgh, kri,nein (6:10; 11:18; 16:5; 18:8, 20; 19:2, 11: 20:12f.),
dido,nai (2:7, 10, 17, 23, 26; 3:21; 6:11; 11:18; 16:6, 19; 18:7; 19:8; 20:4; 21: 6), misqo,j
(11:18; 22:12), and diafqei,rein (11:18. cf. fqei,rein, 19:2).”53 Interestingly, he also
posits that Christ speaks to his churches as an eschatological judge. Judgment is clearly
implied with the repeated oi-da.54 To be sure, judicial language plays such a prominent
role in the Apocalypse that one would be remiss not to see some sort of lawsuit motif.

The Lawsuit Motif in the Fourth Gospel
Several significant monographs and articles have demonstrated that the FG use of
juridical language indicates a strong case for a lawsuit motif throughout the entire
narrative structure of the book.55 In particular the use of the mart- word group carries
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strong judicial connotations.56 Not only does the vocabulary have “strong juridical”
connotations, but it also contains legal themes that “are intricately interwoven” and which
constitutes the major metaphor that is “arguably the most distinctive, pervasive, and
comprehensive motif.”57 Trites describes the FG as a lawsuit calling forth several
testimonies to authenticate Jesus.58 Lincoln also views the lawsuit as the overall shape of
the narrative discourse:
The very first words of the section of public ministry, in 1:19, are “This is the
testimony given by John”; 1:19–28 contains John’s testimony about himself, while
1:29–34 contains his testimony about Jesus. At the end of the public-ministry
section, after the trial motif has been mentioned in 12:17, 31, the final pericope—
12:44–50—in its discussion of judgment highlights Jesus’ word as judge. So there

––––––––––––––––––––––––
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is an inclusio using our motif, and it provides an interpretative frame for the public
ministry.59
This is not just another theological theme among many, but it is “judgment as story or
drama.”60 The lawsuit scheme runs through the overarching framework of the FG.61
Virtually all proponents of the lawsuit motif identify its background as the covenantal
lawsuit pattern prevalent in the OT prophets, especially Isaiah 40–55.62
Although the FG and Revelation share a common use of judicial language as well
as a lawsuit motif does not necessitate an intentional overlap between the two books, it
does, however, indicate that it is at least plausible. A possibility exists to view the trial
motif as an interpretative nexus for reading the two books. One reason stems from the
semantic similarities.63 Revelation and the FG exhibit a variety of common features of
vocabulary [see Appendix A], despite the distinct syntactical characteristics of their
respective genres and style.64 Caird noting the repeated use of “witness” and “testimony”
in Revelation and the FG argued “both these books use the words in their primary,
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forensic sense.”65 Also both books employ a possible inclusio as a solemn oath of
truthfulness in the opening and closing of their “testimony” (John 1:7; 21:24; Rev 1:2;
22:16, 20).66
Finally, both books framed the lawsuit motif within the mise-en-scène of a cosmic
courtroom. Concerning the FG, Lincoln posits, “the lawsuit can be described as cosmic
because it is not confined to the relationship between God and Israel but concerns God
and the whole world, as the rest of the world is represented by the nations.”67 The aspect
of a cosmic war in Revelation has received a considerable amount of attention as a viable
option for interpreting the symbols of the dragon, martyrs, 144,000 and Christ as the
eschatological judge.68 Yet, the cosmic nature of the courtroom should also receive equal
merit. Because of the cosmic scope of the final judgment where Christ is presented as the
judge, Satan as the accusing prosecutor,69 the saints as the witness/defendants, and the
nations which will all stand before the great white throne. Therefore, it may be plausible
to argue that both Revelation and the FG with their shared cosmologies, vocabulary, and
motifs should not be read in isolation from each other.
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The Testimony of Jesus is the Spirit of Prophecy
Revelation 19 plays a significant role, not only in the narrative flow but may also
serve as the key to identifying the much-repeated phrase “the word of God and the
testimony of Jesus.”70 Revelation exhibits a vast array of intratextual links through the
repetitions of various words and phrases. Bauckham posits that these “repetitions create a
complex network of textual cross-reference, which helps to create and expand the
meaning of any one passage by giving it specific relationships to many other passages.”71
This internal network of cross-references is similar to the Jewish hermeneutical principle
of gezera sawa.72 Bauckham argues that “John wrote a work to which he expected the
technique of gezera sawa to be applied, a work which would yield much of its meaning
only to the application of this exegetical technique.”73 Revelation 19:1–8 consists of the
hallelujahs from the saints and angels at the judgment and destruction of Babylon the
harlot city (cf. 18:1–24). Most significant for this analysis is what happens next in 19:9–
13:
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Then the angel said to me, “Write: ‘Blessed [Maka,rioi]74 are those who are invited
to the wedding supper of the Lamb!’ And he added, ‘These are the true words of
God [oi` lo,goi avlhqinoi. tou/ qeou/ eivsin].’At this I fell at his feet to worship him.
But he said to me, ‘Do not do it! I am a fellow servant with you and with your
brothers who hold to the testimony of Jesus [tw/n evco,ntwn th.n marturi,an VIhsou/].
Worship God! For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy [h` ga.r marturi,a
VIhsou/ evstin to. pneu/ma th/j profhtei,aj].’ I saw heaven standing open and there
before me was a white horse, whose rider is called Faithful and True [pisto.j kai.
avlhqino,j]. With justice he judges and makes war.75 His eyes are like blazing fire,
and on his head are many crowns. He has a name written on him that no one knows
but he himself. He is dressed in a robe dipped in blood, and his name is the Word
of God [to. o;noma auvtou/ o` lo,goj tou/ qeou/].”
Within this pericope the “testimony of Jesus” is identified with the “spirit of prophecy,”
and the “word of God”76 is identified as Jesus.
marturi,a VIhsou/
The phrase “word of God and testimony of Jesus” in 1:2 refers to the contents of
the revelation given to John by Jesus. However, the enigmatic expression marturi,a
VIhsou/ comes into sharp focus in 19:10.77 The precise meaning depends on how one
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interprets the genitive VIhsou/.78 Most commentators have typically suggested three
options. First, some commentators favor the objective genitive, “testimony about Jesus,”
asserting that the testimony in question has Jesus for its object.79 The strength of the
objective genitive is that it seems to best account for the general content of the
testimony.80 The problem with the objective genitive is that while it may seem like a
viable interpretation, a consistent application of it proves to be too problematic. A strict
objective genitive interpretation of this phrase on contextual grounds may limit the fuller
nuances in the reading of its other occurrences.
Next, the subjective genitive conveys the meaning “the testimony borne by
Jesus.”81 As a subjective genitive the testimony is one that Jesus maintained. The
testimony that Jesus maintained could either be the contents of the prophecy (i.e.
Revelation) or it may also include his testimony before Pilate. The latter is attractive
because it could be a potential link between Revelation and the FG. John 19:1–16 records
Jesus’ trial before Pilate. Jesus was being tried for blasphemy and treason. Pilate,
––––––––––––––––––––––––
which they bore “(6:9), (3) tou/ ai[matoj tw/n martu,rwn VIhsou/, “the blood of the witnesses to Jesus” (17:6),
and (4) th.n pi,stin VIhsou/, “faith in (or, faithfulness to) Jesus” (14:12).”
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frustrated by Jesus’ silence, said, “Don’t you realize I have power either to free you or to
crucify you?” (John 19:10) At that Jesus responded by informing Pilate that he does not
have any more authority then what God has allowed him. When Pilate tried to release
Jesus, the Jews reminded him that any one who claims to be a king opposes Caesar.
“Shall I crucify your king,” asked Pilate, but the Jews replied, “we have no king but
Caesar” (v.15). In this account Jesus’ testimony of loyalty to God is starkly contrasted
with the unfaithfulness of his accusers. Therefore this passage provides an appealing
background for understanding the “testimony borne by Jesus” in Revelation. However, a
strict subjective genitive in all instances also proves contextually difficult.82
The final and most probable solution is to regard it as a general genitive, which
would read “the witness by and to Jesus,”83 or “our testimony about Jesus in response to
his testimony about God.”84 Essentially this is a combination of both the objective and
subjective sense in which the witness was first borne by Jesus and then transmitted to
believers, and the witness they bear is about Jesus.85 Beale argues that it is best to view
the genitive as intentionally ambiguous making it apply both to Christ and the
Christians.86 To interpret the genitive construction in this manner is preferable for several
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reasons. One reason is because the nature of language defies such a specific use of the
genitive and that it can significantly skew exegesis.87 Another reason is it provides the
best solution to the use of this particular genitival phrase in its various contexts.88
Finally, one may account for the objective aspects while maintaining the subjective
“testimony of Jesus” (the faithful witness) as having John 19 for its conceptual
background.
to. pneu/ma th/j profhtei,aj
An equally vexing problem is the identification of the testimony of Jesus as to.
pneu/ma th/j profhtei,aj ( “the spirit of prophecy”). Mark W. Wilson instructively argues
that the article th/j, although omitted in the English translations, should be retained so that
profhtei,aj specifically refers to the contents of the Apocalypse rather than prophecy in
general. This corresponds to the use of the phrase “the word of God and the testimony of
Jesus” as a shorthand reference to contents of this vision.89 Although this phrase

––––––––––––––––––––––––
this expression here and its occurrence in 1:9b, which focuses most on John’s own witness to the earthly
Christ, which whom he was familiar from the Jesus traditions of the Gospels. Therefore, both in 1:1 and 2
and in the similar genitive phrases throughout the book, it is perhaps best to see an intentional ambiguity
and therefore a “general” genitive, which includes both subjective and objective aspects.
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specifically denotes the Book of Revelation, it also may generally include all Christian
prophetic activity.
Among the various possibilities90 for interpreting this phrase, the best is to view it
as something akin to “the spirit that inspires prophecy,” or “the prophetic Spirit.” Aune
notes that this “phrase occurs with some frequency in the second-and third-century
Christian authors as a way of referring to a mode of prophetic inspiration.”91 Second
Temple Judaism placed a heavy emphasis on Spirit inspired prophecy and a promised
messianic era.92 As such, it makes this a reference to the Holy Spirit who descended on
believers at Pentecost.93 Bauckham acutely remarks on the theology of the Spirit in
Revelation and its relationship to prophecy:
All fourteen of the references to the Spirit concern, in various ways, the Spirit’s
inspiration of John’s prophecy, the book of Revelation itself. Only one of these
cases (19:10) also has a wider reference to Christian prophecy in general, though
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we can assume that in all cases the activity attributed to the Spirit could be
paralleled in Christian prophecy other than John’s.94
Revelation 19:10 is paralleled in 22:8–9 in which the angel refusing worship identifies
himself as a “fellow servant” with John and with “your brothers the prophets and of all
who keep the words of this book. Worship God! (22:9)” Bauckham posits that in
Revelation the church as a whole fulfills a prophetic role.95 The command to worship
God only suggests that “[i]t is connected with the idea of the church’s newly revealed
role of confronting the idolatry of Rome in a prophetic conflict, like that of Moses with
Pharaoh and his magicians or of Elijah with Jezebel and her prophets of Baal, and in the
power of the Spirit of prophecy winning the nations to the worship of the true God.”96
Therefore, the faithful believers function as prophetic witnesses rendering testimony
against all idolatry (i.e., the Imperial cult).
So then, how does this interpretation relate to the lawsuit motif in Revelation and
the FG? To begin with, John presents himself within the same lineage and tradition of the
OT prophets.97 As such, John may have been drawing upon the familiar “lawcourt
language in the preaching of the prophets,” especially Isaiah.98 Trites observes the
prominent use of juridical language with the controversy between Yahweh and Israel and
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his delay of her deliverance in Isaiah 56–66.99 He compares “the controversy in Isa 58:1–
14, which is similar in character, and the picture of the divine vindicator in Isa 63:1–6,
where the juridical image is mingled with those of the treader [sic] of the wine press, the
warrior and the executioner.”100 It is precisely this image (Isa 63:1–6) that is alluded to in
Revelation 19 and 14:18–20. In Rev 14:18–20 the grapes of God’s wrath are harvested
and thrown into the winepress where they are trampled producing a river of blood (as
high as the horses bridle and 1600 stadia long). In Revelation 19, Jesus comes as the
warrior judge (cf. Joel 3:1–14) whose robe has been dipped in blood (presumably the
same blood as in 14:20).
In addition to Isaiah 56–66, Trites also views chapters 40–55 as very significant
for understanding the NT concept of witness.101 He summarizes six characteristics of the
controversy theme in these chapters: (1) the controversy is between Yahweh and the false
gods, but is really between God and the world; (2) Israel serves as God’s witnesses and
advocates; (3) Yahweh’s evidence attested by Israel is the validity of predictive
prophecy; (4) the false gods lack the any such evidence; (5) the formula evgw eivmi (LXX)
occurs frequently to “declare solemnly” God’s nature as Redeemer and Lord; and (6)
Israel is both God’s witness and servant.102 This passage becomes the suggested
background and framework for the trial motif in the FG.103 Lincoln, using primarily a
narrative critical approach, argues that Jesus replaces Israel’s role and Israel takes on the
role of the pagan nations:
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This scriptural depth enable the implied reader to discern clearly that, in the Fourth
Gospel’s narrative, the two lawsuits of Deutero-Isaiah have been brought together.
The lawsuit between God and the nations become that between God and the world
and provides the overarching framework within which Israel’s controversy with
God is now seen to be a part . . . God is now represented by Jesus, God’s
authorized agent and chief witness. In the trial with the nations, Yahweh had a dual
role as both accuser or prosecutor and judge, and in the trial with Israel he was also
the accused. Jesus’ role combines all these functions.104
If this is indeed is the conceptual background for the FG, it may also function similarly in
Revelation.
In Revelation, Jesus serves as both a warrior and a judge who will exact the full
and final judgment on all those who fail to worship the true creator God. The church,
then, becomes representative of Jesus who is the exemplar faithful witness. The Holy
Spirit indwelling believers enables them to serve as prophetic witnesses. This
corresponds both to John 15:27 and Isaiah 43. Commenting on the promised Holy Spirit,
Köstenberger notes that in OT prophetic literature (esp. Isaiah), “God’s end-time people
are called God’s ‘witnesses’ to the nations (e.g., Isa 43:10–12; 44:8).”105 Thus, the
testimony by and to Jesus is the prophetic spirit of God’s people during the inaugurated
messianic era prior to the final eschaton. Believers must remain faithful to Jesus with
patient endurance as they witness to the nations in the midst of forced idolatry instituted
by the antichrist (13:1–18).106 Rev 14:6–11 declares the fate of all those who worship the
false god as one of eternal suffering and torment.107 God will vindicate the plea of his star
witnesses (Rev 6:9) whose beheaded souls cry out for justice by ultimately allowing them
to sit on thrones as judges over the nations (Rev 20:4). Therefore, the lawsuit motif in
Revelation encompasses the entire scope of the book (beginning and ending with a
solemn oath). Essentially, Revelation contains three separate trials: (1) believers who face
judgment from the world’s courts where they must overcome as faithful witnesses (i.e.,
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the Imperial cult); (2) Christ as judge of his churches (Ch. 2–4); and (3) the nations on
trial for failing to worship the creator God and persecuting his witnesses (4–20).

Appendix A: A Comparison of Juridical Language in Revelation and the
FG
Word

Revelation

Fourth Gospel

ma,rtuj
marturi,a
marture,w

Rev 1:5; 2:13; 3:14; 11:3; 17:6
Rev 1:2, 9; 6:9; 11:7; 12:11, 17;
19:10; 20:4
Rev 1:2; 22:16, 18, 20

satana/j
dia,boloj
kath,gwr
kri,sij

Rev 2:9, 13, 24; 3:9; 12:9; 20:2, 7
Rev 2:10; 12:9, 12; 20:2, 10
Rev 12:10
Rev 14:7; 16:7; 18:10; 19:2

kri,ma
qro,noj

Rev 17:1; 18:20; 20:4
Rev 1:4; 2:13; 3:21; 4:2ff, 9f; 5:1,
6f, 11, 13; 6:16; 7:9ff, 15, 17;
8:3; 11:16; 12:5; 13:2; 14:3;
16:10, 17; 19:4f; 20:4, 11f; 21:3,
5; 22:1, 3
Rev 1:13; 4:7; 13:18; 14:14;
21:17
Rev 1:11; 5:1ff, 8f; 6:14; 10:8;
13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 21:27; 22:7, 9f,
18f
Rev 3:5
Rev 2:13; 3:8
Rev 12:10
Rev 6:10; 11:18; 16:5; 18:8, 20;
19:2, 11; 20:12f
Rev 6:10; 19:2
Rev 2:2; 3:2; 5:4; 9:6; 12:8; 14:5;
16:20; 18:14, 21f, 24; 20:11, 15
Rev 1:5; 2:10, 13; 3:14; 17:14;
19:11; 21:5; 22:6
Rev 3:7, 14; 6:10; 15:3; 16:7;
19:2, 9, 11; 21:5; 22:6
Rev 6:16f; 11:18; 14:10; 16:19;
19:15
Rev 1:1; 2:7, 10, 17, 21, 23, 26,
28; 3:8f, 21; 4:9; 6:2, 4, 8, 11;
7:2; 8:2f; 9:1, 3, 5; 10:9; 11:1ff,
13, 18; 12:14; 13:2, 4f, 7, 14ff;
14:7; 15:7; 16:6, 8f, 19; 17:13,
17; 18:7; 19:7f; 20:4, 13; 21:6
Rev 11:18; 22:12
Rev 8:9; 11:18, 19:2

None
John 1:7, 19; 3:11, 32f; 5:31f, 34, 36; 8:13f,
17; 19:35; 21:24
John 1:7f, 15, 32, 34; 2:25; 3:11, 26, 28, 32;
4:39, 44; 5:31ff, 36f, 39; 7:7; 8:13f, 18; 10:25;
12:17; 13:21; 15:26f; 18:23, 37; 19:35; 21:24
John 13:27
John 6:70; 8:44; 13:2
John 5:45; 8:6
John 3:19; 5:22, 24, 27, 29f; 7:24; 8:16; 12:31;
16:8, 11
John 9:39
None

ui`oj avnqrwpou
bibli,a

o`mologe,w
avrne,omai
kathgore,w
kri,nw
evkdike,w
eu`ri,skw
pisto,j
avlhqino,j
ovrgh
di,dwmi

misqo,j
diafqei,rw/ fqei,rw

1

John 1:51; 2:25; 3:13f; 5:27, 34; 6:27, 53, 62;
8:28; 9:35; 12:23, 34; 13:31; 18:17, 29
John 20:30; 21:25

John 1:20; 9:22; 12:42
John 1:20; 13:38; 18:25, 27
John 5:45; 8:6
John 3:17f; 5:22, 30; 7:24, 51; 8:15f, 26, 50;
12:47f; 16:11; 18:31
None
John 1:41, 43, 45; 2:14; 5:14; 6:25; 7:34ff;
9:35; 10:9; 11:17; 12:14; 18:38; 19:4, 6; 21:6
John 20:27
John 1:9; 4:23, 37; 6:32; 7:28; 8:16; 15:1; 17:3;
19:35
John 3:36
John 1:12, 17, 22; 3:16, 27, 34f; 4:5, 7, 10, 12,
14f; 5:22, 26f, 36; 6:27, 31ff, 37, 39, 51f, 65;
7:19, 22; 9:24; 10:28f; 11:22, 57; 12:5, 49;
13:3, 15, 26, 29, 34; 14:16, 27; 15:16; 16:23;
17:2, 4, 6ff, 11f, 14, 22, 24; 18:9, 11, 22; 19:3,
9, 11; 21:13
John 4:36;
None
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